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Summary
Speech signals can be considered as acoustic sequences composed of local units (e.g. phonemes) which form
global acoustic patterns (e.g. syllables). Extraction of speech information at both local and global scales is es-
sential for comprehension. To decipher this process, we employed the temporal order judgement (TOJ) paradigm
and investigated how the auditory system processes acoustic sequences. We selected four vowel segments of
30ms and generated short acoustic sequences. We then examined listeners’ performance on TOJ of the vowel
sequences using a same-different paradigm. The data showed that acoustic changes on a local scale caused by
reversing vowel segments modify TOJ performance. Furthermore, the effect of local changes was attenuated
when inter-onset interval between vowel segments increases, where segments can be recognised individually. A
follow-up experiment showed that recognition of each segment was modulated by segment position and indicated
that positions of acoustic segments contribute differently to TOJ. The results suggest that listeners perform TOJ
by perceiving global patterns of acoustic sequences, which are further modulated by acoustic details on a local
scale. Acoustic information on the local and global scales determines concurrently identification of short acoustic
sequences.

© 2018 The Author(s). Published by S. Hirzel Verlag · EAA. This is an open access article under the terms of the
Creative Commons Attribution (CCBY4.0) license (https://creativecommons.org/licenses/by/4.0/).
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1. Introduction

Speech comprehension requires listeners not only to pro-
cess elementary acoustic segments, such as phonemes and
syllables, but also to encode their temporal order [5]. For
example, ’cat’ and ’act’ are two different words composed
of the same phonemes and only differ by the temporal or-
der of phonemes. Therefore, extracting temporal order of
acoustic elements is a fundamental process in speech per-
ception [19].

Previous research used sequences composed of artifi-
cial acoustic stimuli, such as pairs of hisses, buzz, tones,
and clicks, and asked listeners to judge temporal order be-
tween different components. The minimum onset interval
between sounds necessary for temporal order judgement
(TOJ) was found to be less than 30ms [1, 5, 6, 7, 8].
However, it was argued that listeners could perceive global
changes caused by different temporal orders of the two
components to perform TOJ [18]. Accordingly, other stud-
ies used sequences with more than two acoustic compo-
nents and repetitively presented those sequences to prevent
listeners from perceiving global patterns [2, 19]. An onset
interval of longer than 100ms was often found.
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The two time constants found potentially reflect two dis-
tinct processes involved in TOJ – one process relies on per-
ceiving changes of acoustic sequences on a global scale,
which are induced by the changes of the temporal order of
local elements; the other process relies on recognition of
each local element and the temporal order is later deter-
mined cognitively. However, it is still unknown how these
two processes, processing acoustic details at a local scale
and perceiving global patterns, interact with each other and
jointly determine TOJ.

Here, we investigate this question using a novel
paradigm. Specifically, we used sequences composed of
four short vowel segments, which had distinct acoustic
structures and can be recognized individually. We then in-
troduced changes of temporal order by reversing the order
of vowel segments. Two experimental manipulations were
made. First, we varied the positions of the segments that
are reversed to examine whether local changes influences
TOJ. Secondly, we manipulated the length of intervals be-
tween segments, which influence recognition of individ-
ual segments [4, 9, 15]. We hypothesize that if recognition
of acoustic sequences involves processes that operates on
both local and global scales, then both the position of the
changes on a local scale and the size of intervals should
modulate TOJ.

© 2018 The Author(s). Published by S. Hirzel Verlag · EAA.
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2. Experiment 1

We tested whether listeners can differentiate between the
four short vowel segments presented in isolation, as stim-
uli types affect listeners’ performance on TOJ [19].

2.1. Methods

2.1.1. Participants
Ten English native speakers (age 18 to 23 years; 7 female;
one left-handed) gave written consent and participated in
the experiment. None of the participants had hearing loss
or neurological abnormalities according to participants’
self-report. We conducted all experiments in accordance
with procedures approved by the NYU committee on Ac-
tivities Involving Human Subjects.

2.1.2. Stimuli and procedures
Four English vowels spoken by a female speaker (close
front, close-mid back, near-open near-front, and open-
mid near-front) were used as stimuli (The stimuli can
be found at https://edmond.mpdl.mpg.de/imeji/collection/
rZWJgrvQrz2AP8DL?q=). Amplitudes of all tokens were
normalized individually to 60 dB SPL. A segment of 30ms
was chopped with a rectangular window from the middle
of each vowel and was used in all experiments.

A match-to-sample paradigm was used to examine the
discriminability between different vowel segments (Fig-
ure 1, top). On each trial, the participants were first pre-
sented with one of four vowel segments and 700ms later
with two vowel segments sequentially as match alterna-
tives, one of which was the same as the sample. The two
samples had inter-onset intervals uniformly distributed be-
tween 400ms and 600ms. The participants had to choose
which one of the two vowel segments matched the sample
by pressing two buttons. No feedbacks were provided as
we would like to test how well listeners can differentiate
the vowel segments without previous experiences. Forty
trials were presented for each comparison between two
vowel segments.

All stimuli were presented using MATLAB (The Math-
Works, Natick, MA) at 16 bit, with a sampling rate of
44.1 kHz using headphones (Sennheiser HD 380 Pro-
fessional, Sennheiser Electronic Corporation, Wedemark,
Germany). The d-prime value corresponding to the 100
percent accuracy is 4.5 as a half incorrect trial was added.

2.2. Results and Discussion

The discriminability between vowel segments are shown
in Figure 1(bottom). The data showed that d-prime values
for all pairs of vowel segments are above 3.5 and close
to 4.5. Listeners have no difficulty discriminating vowel
segments from each other. This result confirms that the
acoustic information within 30ms for each vowel segment
suffices for the auditory system to differentiate different
segments [9]. Therefore, difficulties of listeners to identify
temporal order of an acoustic sequence composed of such
vowel segments cannot be due to the inability to recognize
individual components.
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Figure 1. Top: the match-to-sample paradigm using in Experi-
ment 1. Bottom: the results of d-prime value of the match-to-
sample. The vertical axis labels the sample; the horizontal axis
labels the vowel segment which is different from the sample in
the match pair. The scale bar shows d-prime value. In each box
of the confusion matrix, the numbers show the group-averaged
d-prime value and one standard error over participants (in paren-
theses).

3. Experiment 2

In Experiment 2A, we examined how TOJ is modulated
by the position of order reversal on the local scale and the
size of interval between components. In Experiment 2B,
we further tested how the position of vowel segments in-
fluence recognition of individual vowel segments.

3.1. Methods

3.1.1. Participants

Ten English native speakers (age 18–27 years; 7 females)
in Experiment 2A and ten English native speakers (age
18–27 years; 7 females) in Experiment 2B gave written
informed consent to participate in the study. All partici-
pants were right-handed with no known hearing deficits or
neurological abnormalities.

3.1.2. Stimuli and procedures

In Experiment 2A, we created vowel sequences by con-
catenating randomly the four vowel segments with differ-
ent temporal orders. The experimental procedure was a
same-different task, where two vowel sequences were pre-
sented sequentially with an inter-sequence interval equally
distributed from 400 to 600ms. Participants were asked to
determine whether the two vowel sequences were the same
or different. Six types of temporal order reversing were de-
fined as a function of the position of the two vowels that
were involved (Figure 2,bottom): 1) reversing between the
1st and the 2nd segments; 2) between 2nd and 3rd; 3) be-
tween 3rd and 4th; 4) between 1st and 3rd; 5) between
2nd and 4th; 6) between 1st and 4th. The inter-onset in-
tervals (IOI) between vowel segments were varied across
six levels: 30, 50, 70, 110, 170 and 250ms. Experiment
2A is of a 6 x 6 design with two within-participant factors
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of vowel reversing position and IOI. Each condition con-
tained 20 trials, and a total of 720 trials were included in
the final analysis. The trials were randomly divided into
four blocks and presented in pseudorandom order.

In Experiment 2B, the experimental procedure was a
one-interval two-alternative-force choice paradigm. A tar-
get vowel segment was first presented to the participants
ten times before each block. On each trial, the participants
were presented with one sequence of four vowel segments
and had to determine whether the target vowel segment
was presented in the first half (the first and second posi-
tions of the vowel sequence) or in the second half (the
third and fourth positions). Target positions were binned
into two categories in the analyses: Boundary (the first
and fourth positions) and Middle (the second and third po-
sitions). IOI was also manipulated as in Experiment 1A.
Experiment 2B was of a 2 x 6 design with two factors of
target vowel position and IOI. The participants were tested
in four blocks, with a specific vowel segment used as target
for each block. Each block contained 360 trials (30 trials
for each condition).

3.2. Results and Discussion

Results of Experiment 2A and 2B are shown in Figure 2
and 3, respectively. To measure the effects of reversing
position and IOI in Experiment 2A, we conducted a two-
way Reversing position x IOI repeated measures ANOVA
(rmANOVA) on d-prime values (Figure 2). A significant
main effect was found for Reversing position (F(5,45) =
64.27, p <0.001) and for IOI (F(5,45) = 88.84, p <0.001).
The interaction effect between Reversing position and IOI
was also significant (F(9,225) = 8.83, p <0.001). We then
measured at what IOI the effect of reversing position is sig-
nificant by conducting a one-way rmANOVA at each IOI.
We found a significant main effect of the reversing position
at IOIs from 30ms to 170ms (p <0.01, Bonferroni correc-
tion applied)). To measure the effects of segment position
in Experiment 2B, we conducted a two-way Segment po-
sition x IOI rmANOVA on d-prime values. A significant
main effect was found for Segment position (F (1,9) =
39.25, p <0.001) and for IOI (F (5,45) = 35.65, p <0.001).
The interaction effect between Reversing position and IOI
was also significant (F (5,45) = 6.18, p <0.001). We then
measured at what IOI the effect of Segment positi on is sig-
nificant by conducting a one-way rmANOVA at each IOI
with the segment position as the main factor. We found
a significant main effect of the reversing position at IOIs
from 30ms to 110ms (p <0.05, Bonferroni correction ap-
plied)(Figure 3).

Our results from Experiment 2A confirm the previous
finding that listeners perceive global patterns of acoustic
sequences to identify temporal order [2, 19], as the partic-
ipants’ performance should not be modified by the revers-
ing position if they adopt a strategy to first recognize each
component and then identify their temporal order. As IOI
increases and vowel segments are separated further apart,
the effects of reversing position are attenuated. Experiment
2B showed that there is a position effect of recognition of
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Figure 2. Top: the same-different paradigm in Experiment 2A.
Bottom: results of Experiment 2A. The vertical axis represents
d-prime value and the horizontal axis inter-onset interval. The
line style codes for switching positions of vowel segments. The
shaded boxes and the double arrows in the legend indicate that
the positions of vowel segments in the first sequence is reversed
in the second sequence.
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Figure 3. Top: the experimental paradigm in Experiment 2B. Bot-
tom: d-prime value of Experiment 2B. The line style codes for
segment position, boundary positions (solid) and central posi-
tions (dashed). The data show that vowel segments are easier to
be recognized in the boundary positions than in the central posi-
tions.

each component (Figure 3, bottom). The vowel segments
on the boundary positions can be better recognized, which
explains the effect of reversing position in Experiment 2A.

4. General Discussion

We showed that TOJ involves auditory processes of both
extracting local details and identification of global pat-
terns. When IOI is short (e.g. <170ms), TOJ relies on per-
ception of global pattern of acoustic sequences, which are
modulated by details of temporal order reversal on the lo-
cal scale. When IOI increases over 170ms and each acous-
tic component can be recognized, the effect of local acous-
tic changes disappears. Our study here, though seemingly
simple, reveals complicated auditory processes in speech
perception – acoustic information, local and global, needs
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to be extracted concurrently to form a holistic percept
[14, 16].

The results of reversing position in Experiment 2A and
segment position in Experiment 2B echo findings from
studies on forward and backward masking [10, 11]. As the
vowel segments in the middle of acoustic sequences are
masked by both the preceding and following segments,
the masking effects probably lead to worse recognition
of these segments comparing to of those at the boundary
positions. This finding suggests that acoustic information
in different temporal positions within acoustic sequences
contributes differently to forming the globally perceived
pattern of acoustic sequences. The effects of local acoustic
details are modulated by IOI. As the time constants found
in studies on forward and backward masking are often of
tens of milliseconds [12, 13], the effect of local acous-
tic changes should not occur for IOIs longer than 100ms.
However, in our study, this effect persists with an IOI as
long as 170ms. This result is in line with previous find-
ings that more than hundreds of milliseconds are needed
to recognize individual components in acoustic sequences.

The findings of the present study echo a recurrent
theme on resolution and integration of the auditory system
[3, 15]. The auditory system needs to integrate acoustic in-
formation over a long timescale to perceive global patterns
while extracting acoustic information on a short timescale
to decipher fast acoustic changes. Our results here lend
a support to a proposal that concurrent local-global pro-
cesses exist in the auditory system [14, 16].
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